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Talk Outline and Collaborators

1. Systemic -  A public participation research project to understand the 
underlying statistics of the galactic planetary census.  Collaborators:  Aaron 
Wolf (Caltech), Eugenio Rivera (UCSC), Stefano Meschiari (Bologna)

2. The Computational Imaging of Extrasolar Planets - Hydrodynamical 
simulations to obtain appearances and IR light curves of extrasolar planets, 
with application to HD 209458b and HD 80606b .  Collaborator:  Jonathan 
Langton (UCSC)

3. Small Planets Transiting Red Dwarfs - The formation of habitable 
terrestrial-mass planets orbiting low-mass red dwarf stars.  Collaborator:  
Ryan Montgomery (UCSC)

4. A Telescopic Mission to Alpha Centauri B - Scientific justification and 
simulations of a dedicated high-cadence radial velocity campaign to 
observe very low mass planets in the Alpha Centauri System.  
Collaborator: Debra Fischer(SFSU)
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171 planets

~200 planets known

Nobody remembers who discovered the 200th asteroid, but we do remember 
and appreciate the Kirkwood Gaps.



HD 128311

gj 876 hd 128311

hd 37124

Can we develop better characterization 
of multiple-planet interacting systems?

What is the real a-e distribution?

When will we know how our solar 
system fits into the galactic planetary 
census?

Interesting Questions



Many of these questions can be addressed by a 
large-scale Monte Carlo simulation -- systemic 

1. 100,000 star catalog based on Hipparcos. Take all known 
stellar properties, and scramble RA.

2. Create synthetic planetary systems for these stars. Try to be 
absolutely as creative as possible. Idea is to be able to draw 
subset distributions after the fact.

3. Integrate each system for one million years to sort out 
severe dynamical instabilities.  (Assume Inelastic collisions). 

4. Observe these systems. Our “TAC” program uses realistic 
cadences, S/N, Earth location, weather, etc. to generate radial 
velocity data sets that are similar to those obtained by the 
major observatories and teams HARPS, Keck, HET, etc.

5. Provide interface and tools for public participation. 



Use the project to build on the 
ongoing transitsearch.org effort.

Allow analysis of published data 
for real stars as well.  A wiki-
based Major Planets Information 
Center.

Transitsearch.org observer Ron Bissinger



www.oklo.org



We have developed a collaborative “backend” for 
the systemic project website which aggregates the 
distributed effort. It’s fully functioning, and has access 
to all of the published radial velocity data on which 
the known extrasolar planets are based.

1500 fits to ~300 data sets









Computational “imaging” of extrasolar planets is
very exciting and important. 

1. Spitzer allows for observations of the infrared flux
coming from these planets. Corot and Kepler should
allow for optical reflection as a function of phase to
be observed.

2. There’s an intrinsic value to having the best possible
views of these planets.



Cho et al.  2003



No consensus yet on what the flow patterns should look like at the photosphere of 
HD 209458b. Cho et al. with a high-resolution 2D “shallow water” model predict 
cold polar vortices and an equatorial jet. Cooper & Showman (2005) use lower-
resolution full 3D model and predict a superrotating jet and a late afternoon 
“hotspot” at the photospheric level.

Our immediate goal is to get an understanding of why these simulations differ, and to 
do simulations for two other observationally testable scenarios.

Cho et al.

ASAS

ASAS

Fortney et al. (Cooper-Showman Model)
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Height, h of the fluid layer is proportional to temperature. 
Departures are from a forced equilibrium height profile 
across the planet, e.g. for synchronous rotation:
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Following Cho et al., model the dynamics using the so-called 
shallow water equations: 

hE = ! cos " cos # K = R/cp

!d = radiative time constant for “Newtonian” cooling

! = day-night equilibrium temperature difference



P=3.52 d, R=1.3 Rjup, M=0.69 Mjup, 384x193 res, t=40 rotations
Evolution of a random velocity field on a planet with no forcing.

Conclusion -- Cho simulations are largely driven by initial
conditions. They use a radiative time constant of 10 days. Results
of Iro et al. 2005 suggest 8 hours at photosphere is more realistic.
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Dayside View

Based on the results of Iro et al. 2005, we assume a photospheric 
radiative time constant of 8 hours, and a day-night equilibrium 
temperature difference of 800K.  The system is allowed to evolve for 
250 rotational periods, and then plotted for 4 rotations.
Flow pattern is qualitatively similar to Cooper & Showman (2005).

Nightside View
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North Pole View

Because of the radiative time constant used, our overall velocity flow 
pattern for HD 209458b is more similar to the Cooper Showman 
model, and predicts a significant day-night side variation.

Equatorial View
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The size of HD 209458 b and several other 
known transiting planets is a real problem.



Spins once per orbit, but the rotation axis is tipped over.



Equator view
Antistellar Pivot

The irradiation pattern for a planet in Cassini State 2 is totally 
different, and leads to a different hydrodynamic response in the 
atmosphere.

Irradiation Pattern
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Polar view

The irradiation pattern for a planet in Cassini State 2 is totally 
different, and leads to a different hydrodynamic response in the 
atosphere.

Irradiation Pattern

T I



View from Earth

Cassini State 1 Cassini State 2
(equatorial alignment)



HD 80606 b

0 days

1 day

2 days

3 days

Planet should be in a ~30:1 spin orbit 
resonance. The resulting phase curve 
observable with Spitzer in Nov. 2007 will 
tell us about the radiative time constant 
of the atmosphere.

to Earth



Switch topics: How can we find the first habitable 
extrasolar planet? (And how much will it cost?)

Cheapest possibility: If 
a habitable Earth-Mass 
planet is transiting 
Barnard’s Star, it won’t 
cost anything to detect.



Our accretion simulations show that the formation of habitable planets 
around the lowest-mass stars is dependant on the initial planetesimal 
surface density in the protoplanetary disk.  A targeted search of M-type 
dwarfs should be put at a very high priority.



Monte-Carlo simulation using systems that come out 
of our planet accretion simulations. Photometric 
time-series have the characteristics of typical 
transitsearch.org data submitted by Ron Bissinger.



Proxima

Anosova et al (1994) and Matthews and Gilmore (1993) using pre-
Hipparcos astrometry both found that Proxima Centauri is unbound 
to Alpha Centauri AB. (Despite extremely similar space motion and 
distances). This seemed completely bizarre, and had been bothering 
me for the last 10 years. 

UCSC student Jeremy Wertheimer reanalyzed the latest kinematic 
data for his class project in my AY212 class. 



Using Hipparcos astrometry, and an updated radial velocity for Proxima, we 
found that Proxima is indeed likely bound to Alpha AB. Under the 
assumption that Proxima is most likely to be found near apastron, we 
predict a radial velocity of -22.1 km/s, which differs by 1.5 sigma from the 
current best value. (Wertheimer and Laughlin 2006, AJ in Press)



Having Proxima bound to 
Alpha AB yields some nice 
consequences

1. Metallicity should be the 
same for all three stars. 
Proxima is metal-rich. Only 
one red dwarf known to 
be richer. This is good for 
empirical calibrations.

2. Stars are co-eval (this 
calibrates red dwarf 
evolutionary models).

3. Proxima periodically 
stirs up Alpha AB 
circumbinary comet disk, 
delivering volatiles to 
circumprimary planets.
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The HD 69830 Detection is a Groundbreaking Discovery

6 m/s 

Type K0

0.86 Msun
V=5.95
<1 m/s “jitter”



10.2 Earth Masses
11.8 Earth Masses
18.1 Earth Masses

The error on the half-amplitude, K, for planet b is 0.2 m/s



WANTED: High Quality RV Candidate star. A successful applicant should be old (6-8 
Gyr) MS Dwarf, Med. to wide binary w/ orbital Plane: inclined by 11 degrees to line of 
sight or less pref.; Metallicity: >0.2 dex (plenty of planet-forming material); HZ: 0.7 
AU, K=20 cm/sec for an Earth-mass planet;  V mag=0.8 (100x brighter than typical 
high quality applicant) Spectral type K0. Dead quiet photosphere. No variables 
please.  Near-twin of HD 69830 pref. No gas giants. Circumpolar in SH (Dec=-60), 
must be available nearly year round. Send HD or HIP number to: oklo@mac.com

Alpha Centauri B

Text

From the Wikipedia



Terrestrial Planet Formation in the Alpha Centauri System
Quintana et al. (2002) ApJ, 576, 982 

We are currently running additional new simulations for Alpha Cen B 
with a finer resolution, wider parameter variations, and Fe/H~0.2



A Sample Calculation from Quintana et al.

Earth Mass Planet



Commandeer HARPS and use 
it to observe only Alpha 
Centauri B.

- 200 second cadence 
(completely readout limited)

- Realistic La Silla weather

 -Observe whenever dark, clear, 
and when Alpha Centauri is at 
sec(z)<2.5

-Adopt HD 69830 error 
distribution

- In five years, obtain 96464 
simulated velocities

3 m/s



The periodogram shows a peak 
at 351 days with a vanishingly 
small false alarm probability. 

This peak corresponds to a 
planet with a mass one half that 
of Earth. It is well outside the 
habitable orbit of ~270 days 
appropriate to Alpha Cen B. 
The second highest peak 
corresponds to a Mars-mass 
planet.

Note that the folded velocities 
don’t show anything to the eye.

A dedicated telescope 
can readily detect the 
terrestrial planets 
orbiting Alpha Cen B



Here’s the periodogram for a system with 
an Earth-mass planet. It’s overwhelmingly 
detectable with 94,000 HARPs-quality RVs

Here’s the same system observed for only 
2 years with 3 m/s precision.



www.oklo.org


